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This paper should be read in conjunction with document e/cN.14/
BSD/li

"Problems concerning Development Programming and Policies

in African Countries'1 and with parts of U,U» report:

"Programming Techniques for Economic Development" Sales No. 60

II.F.3 which is submitted as a background document to this work
ing party.

Notes on a Method of Comprehensive Planning in Tropical Africa.
I.
■

I.1.

INTRODUCTION

■

..-■■"-

■

..

*-

There are a great number of planning techniques khowh in economic

theory*

approaching the'problems of planning from different

starting

points,'moving at 'different levels of abstraction and sophistication and

emphasizing different'problems and questions,

A country about to stairt'

planning will have to choose from among these the most'suitable one.

'

The choice of planning technique for practical'' application in individual "i
countries depends on a number of considerations of which the most

'

important ones are: (a) the economic arid social structure and most urgent
development problem's of that country,

(b) the statistical information

available and (c)- planning experience in the past,' the stage'-of planning
reached and the quality and size of the agencies responsible'for .■'■?

planning,-^
2,

■ , ■:■.■■,..

■

,

,

-<$t>.

-.■-.on:. . , >. ^u:1.,'.

,4.

In these pages, Tropical Africa - 'tha't is Africa betwe-en the two ■

Tropics - is treated? as a groupjas- thfe similarities with regard to each-'-^

of'- the' three points mentioned', are greater than the differences between

'

countries'of 'this group, while at the same time any -differences between >^

individual countries are smaller than between them and most countries-t:-T

outside t'He" group,
3.

'

' '■

■

':

■

" ''"•'■ " :-'-:

''-"■■■. !! ■'-'

The most important development, problems and structural features

relevant to the choice of a planning method which countries of Tropical
Africa have in common and in which they are different from countries

outside ,the area are:
a

greater

or

(a) The economies are not integrated* but consist of

smaller number

of more or less

self—contained units.

(b) They are preponderantly agricultural economies with a large propor
tion of production for subsistence*

(c) Productivity in agriculture

is on the whole low and agricultural techniques are primitive*

—7
' "' "'"'
]
—
-1
■
■"
■
■'■ "" ■■
■■■
'■''■- ' -; ■
-->
-■■■ ■■■'■■ " ■ ■■("
1/ See a .report entitled 'P-rogramming.Techniques for Eoonomio Develop
ment",

prepared by a group of experts under the'auspices of ECAFsS

which is submitted as a background document to..this conference*

"'"
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(d) Except for a few veil defined areas, there is no pressure on the
on the land and in the area as a whole,

population is relatively sparse.

(e) The money economy is almost entirely oriented towards foreign trade.
(f) There are no indigenous growth impulses outside of population

increase within the private sector:

the domestically oriented part of

the economy is in a state of static economic and social equilbrium at

a low level of productidn and consumption, and this state of statio
equilibrium must be broken through by consciously directed government

action,

(g) Social structures of the countries* although differing

considerably in detail,

can **till be classed in one group and contrasted

wi'th other areas of the world,

(h) Politically speaking, with two

exceptions, all countries are just emerging as national units and are
therefore facing problems of political consolidation.
4.

Statistical information available in the countries of the group

is largely similar also, as statistics collected are a function of
economic and social structure and amounts of money spent.
has been similarly limited in most countries,'

The latter

The statistical situation

determining the choice of technique is as follows: (a) Overall popula
tion estimates as well as the geographical distribution of population

2/

are most uncertain—'

-

but significant improvements are expected as ■

a result of censuses undertaken in many oountries under the I960 World
Census Programme,

(l?),Vital statistics, such as birth and death rates

are known for segments of the population only and consequently popula

tion growth and age structure are not known with any certainty,

(c)

Agricultural production as a whole is unknown; although for certain
export crops,

the area under cultivation may be known.

Similarly,

figures for production of certain export crops, particularly when almost

entirely for exports, are available,

(d) Imports and exports are

generally known rather precisely when they relate to overseas trade.
These statistics are usually in sufficient detail so that special

2/ See document E/CN.I4/ESD/12
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classifications can "be derived from them,

(e) Government revenue and

.

expenditure are. normally sufficiently well known to ..serve as a basis,

for economic analysis,

(f) Industrial statistics, although they seldom

exist in a complete form can "be collected without much additional effort,

due to the small size of the industrial sector,

(g) Similarly data on

.

building and- construction often do not exist "but can be colleoted within ;

existing means. . (h) Transport statistics are usually available with
regard tp: railways, and seagoing shipping.

estimates may exist,

For road transport certain

■•;

(i) Data on the balance of payments, usually are

not very -easy .to come .by since their estimation dep.o»ds on whether
there is a separa'fce, currency an<l a separate banking system.
for many countries?

5«

However,,.

:
,-•■

some kind of estimates exist.

Obviously this is not enough to start planning and much additional

information will have to be collected during the construction of the

plan, but a starting point exists and for most countries in Tropical
Africa it is the same*
6.

Finally, with respect to the third consideration mentioned above,

most countries of the area have had no experience of overall planning
and specialized planning units in-so-far as they exist are small and

understaffed.-^
7.

At this point it might 'be stressed that although the foregoing

points have been made to justify treatment of the countries of Tropical
Africa as a group,

there still remain many differences

even between

neighbouring countries .which will necessitate adaptation of any general
frame^work for: planning,to the specific national circumstances.

8.

.

.

In no country has there ever been available right from the start

all necessary quantitative data heeded for an economic plan.

If a

development plan is to be constructed in which the specifio aotion to
be taken,

in the form of detailed investment and public expenditure

programmes,

is clearly defined and closely related to the overall

3/ See on this subject Document E/CN.I4/ESD/4.

■
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targets and objectives, as well as to the available resources, a certain
amount of information,

much of which is detailed information regarding

projects to be undertaken will inevitably have to be collected.
question to be considered when choosing a planning method is:

The
What

planning method can be applied under the existing circumstances while
economizing as much as possible, with respeot to this additional
information,

and avoiding calculations that are not significant in view

of the unreliability of underlying data.

The choice of a suitable

method will enable countries of Tropioal Afrioa %o start immediately
with the construction of an overall development plan showing results
within a reasonable time",

■*

and without wasting resources on calculations

that are hot necessary in any case for rational policy 4,ec4s;i.G*is.
9.

Usually it is understood that a development programme should

comprise the following essential components,-"

a) An analysis of the structure of the economy of existing trends
and broad outlines of development.

b) A statement of the general aims and objectives of the govern"■ ■

■ ment.

■'•'■■':

'■•

■■*..■■

"

.• ■.

. .;

-yr>._-:

■■■

-

.' :..

o) A statement of more precise and. quantitative targets.
d) Details of major projects. '

'

e) A public expenditure programme.

■

:

::

f) Balance sheets and tests of feasibility and consistency.
g) An explanation of the policies and measures by which the . .
government proposes to achieve its aims*

10*

,

,

<

■

;

The purpose of planning techniques is to relate each of the#e

components to the others, arriving under (g) at conclusions with regard
to the economic policy to be followed.

■

As.already mentioned there are

'

5/

many planning techniques in existence on all levels of sophistication.^

See also E/CN.I4/ESD/1 para. 25» et seq.
The EOAFE report,

op.

oit»,

: -

-:

is a useful introduction to this field.
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However, no country has as yet, introduced,advanced methods of develop

ment planning at a level of mathematical sophistication right from the
beginning.'

11.

.

The problem at hand in Tropical Africa is how to make a start

in overall planning; this'means that a method has to be devised which
agrees with the economic and social structure of the countries and with
the available statistical material, and which introduces the basic
principles of overall planning.

Mathematical procedures can then be.

introduced at later stages when a certain amount of experience has been
gained and indispensable quantitative information: has been brought

together,

,

Attention might perhaps be drawn to the fact that many of

the best results of planning in other countries have been aohieved
during the initial'stages when techniques were-not yet fully developed.

E/CN.H/ESD/13
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II.

12,

•

GROWTH RATES

The technical work in development planning will have to start

with an analysis of the structure of the economy, of existing trends

and development problems, (about which more will be said below).

At

the same time the Government will.have to decide on its general aims
and objectives, so as to give the planning technicians guidance with
regard to its preferences.—'

13.

The next step often is the.choice or estimation of a growth rate

for the economy.

A number of methods of projection have been devised

and applied under al^ kinds of different circumstances all over the
world.

Some of these are based on the expected growth of .the labour

force and a projection of the increase of labour productivity.-* So if
for instance the labour force, is-expected to increase 1.5 per cent per

annum and labour productivity 2 per cent, national output will have to.
increase 3|f per cent to employ the increment of the labour force.

Because of the large masses of unemployed and semi employed in most

African countries, the increase in the labour force does not seem to
constitute a logical criterion for the desired rate of growth.

But the

methods most commonly applied with regard to less developed countries

are based on the so-oalled Harrod-Domar Model.

8/

This theory states-'

that while the rise in national income or Gross Domestic Product is
determined by the net amounts invested and the productivity of such

investments (the capital output ratio), the amounts invested are deter
mined by the amounts saved which in their turn are determined by the
increase in income.

14.

Projections of future growth - always acoording to this method -

can take two courses:

(a) an estimate of future Bavings from which,

by way of the capital output ratio, the growth rate of GDP is
6/ See E/CN.14/ESD/1 paras. 26-30, and ECAFE, op. cit. p. 6.
jj See 3CAFE op. cit. p. 13.

8/ See E/CN.14/ESD/1 para. 36 et seq.; ECAFB op.cit. Ch. II and appendix
to Ch. II.; and ECLA:
an introduction to tlie technique of programming,
Ch. Ill, Ho. 1 of the series:
Analyses and projections of economic
development, Sales No,

1955 II. G.2.

E/CN.14/ESD/13
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derived^/ (b) an estimate of the desired growth rate from which in
similar fashion the required investments and savings are deduced.—'It
will be clear that the validity of these calculations depend on the

significance and accuracy of the two ratios (capital/output and
inoome-savings) applied.
Tropical Africa,

In the type of economies as they occur in

it is doubtful whether these ratios are meaningful as

the expression of stable and inevitable relationships;
to the application cf such overall ratios,
are raised in this

context,

the objections

while generally known,—'

in particular in view of the typical

struoture of the economies under concern, of which a number of relevant

elements have been mentioned.,
15<

(see page 2 above).

The economies of Tropioal Africa are not homogeneous:

a rural

sector in a state of static equilibrium at a low level exists alongside
with a relatively small modern sector of whioh the enterprise aotivities
as well as government function are closely linked with foreign trade.

In these" economies the statistical mass, with regard to' capital forma-

•

tion and saving is too small; there are too few eoonomic agents engaging

in these activities to promise stable relationships, as individual or■

'

accidental action have;too great an effeot on actual events,

16,

:

For instance, with regard to the capital/output ratio, invest

ment programmes are relatively small

and the productivity of oapital

is therefore too much influenced by the productivity of one or two
single projects.

Due to tiie sparsity of basic facilities,

degree of industrialization,

and the low

oomplementarity of investments and external

economies are both of particular importance at this stage of eoonomio
development;their effect on the productivity of investments is not

reflected in the level of capital formation, as it is due to its
composition;-

Thus a certain amount of investments properly balanced

will have a distinctly different effect on production from an equal
amount made up differently,.

■

:

.

2/ ECAPB op.ci.t, paras. 2.4 "* 2.6.
IO/ECAFE op.cit para. 217-

ll/See E/CN.14/ESD/1 para. 41? and ECLA op. oit., Ch. Ill para. 5*

■..:■

■

:

/
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17.

Apart from the influence of complimentary and external economies

the industry composition of investments has an important influence on

the ratio in question as there are very wide variations between the

capital/output ratios for individual industries.
a certain addition to the national product,

So, for instance for

a railroad requires a much

larger amount of investment than say a textile factory.

Finally, due

to the small number of projects the ratio is too easily influenced by
other accidental circumstances for instance personalities,

18, -.. If the statistical law of large numbers operates, favourable and .
unfavourable accidental circumstances are, on the whole, likely to cancel
out, but if as is the case, only a few investment projects are under
taken this cannot be expected.

Objections to the capital output ratio

are sufficiently known in the literature but those arguments weigh much
more heavily under conditions prevailing in Tropioal Africa.

19»

.. Similar objections relate to the income/savings ratio.

There is

little doubtj that the large mass of the population does not save, or
in any case, not in a form which is of use in the development process*
Present savings?

as well as those in tfte near future,

depend largely

on a few large companies and on saving by the government.

The level of

suoh savings are too much determined by accidental and exogenous
circumstances such as the price level of one or two of the main export
commodities,

decisions on divident distribution,

oapital transfers,

etc.,

corporate savings,

to be a predictable result of a general income

increase.

20.

Some countries of Tropical Africa which have made overall

projections have, however, used this method.

The Republio of Cameroon

for instance) has decided that national income per head of population
should double in twenty years..

With an estimated population increase

of the order of 1 or 1-J- per cent per year, this means a growth rate of

5 per cent p.a.

Applying a capital/output ratio of 3 or 4>an annual

ti/cN,14/E3D/13
"Paige-9"-■ ■'-•'- -:A&

amount of capital formation of 15 to 20 per cent of national product

is arrived at,—^yielding a preliminary financing target to the same
amount.

For such a target domestic savings usually fall short, and in

this particular case resort is largely (12/°) taicen to foreign financing

and to a certain extent (l($) to direct labour investment.
21. .

Thus in this case the growth rate was chosen on political grounds

while the necessary savings were derived "by way of the assumed capital"'
output ratio; and the plan has come to certain conclusions with regard

to finances which need to be raised either looally or abroads if targets
are to be fulfilled.

Although such an exercise may give interesting

pointers as to the savings gap to be expected with a certain growth'
rate? the estimate depends entirely on the validity of the assumed
capital output ratio; amounts invested will only create the expected
additions to productions if their productivity will indeed be what was
previously assumed.

As explained above,

.

chances for very wid^ varia

tions are great, and therfefo^e application' of this method is to a
certain extend misleading as it suggests to those not fully aware of
its shortcomings,; a more definite knowledge about the future than in
fact

exists.

22.

Further elaboration in detail will be the backbone of any plan;

if then, the sum total of all projects to be undertaken, will yield the
chosen rate of growth at the cost of the assumed rate of capital forma
tion,

while they are also otherwise consistent,

this will only mean that

the initial guess about the capital/output ratio was right and not that
the method of projection was reliable.,

23.

■,

In the Cameroon plan which,

be only a preparatory study,

it.should be emphasized,

detailed targets,

is said.to

measures and projects

are listed which lead to a sort of an investment and financing programme.

An estimate of an overall rate of income growth on the basis of these ■

12/ SOGEP: Cameroun, Plan de Developpement Bconoraique' et Social, Rapport
Analytique, p> 13; also: Country Report FAO Africa" Survey,-'mimeo

PP. 51-53.

"

"

'..'-■..

-

■■\:.^"\r \:':.
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investment's, however,

lias not "been made? moreover)

proposed investments (lOfo of GDP —'
financial ^limitations - as high as,

the total amount of

is not even — probably due to
according to the overall projeotion

they would have to be {l5-2Q/o of GD?)

to achieve the target rate

p»a#)•
24*

In view of the fact that,

as explained above these overall ratios

of capital/output and income/savings are particularly unreliable in
Tropical Africa it seems necessary to choose a planning method which

avoids their use as muoh as possible.

However, as planning is impossible

without using a relationship "between additional product and the -invest
ments needed for it,

it

seems preferable to use this relationship as.

.

much as possible at the industry and project level.

25«

It is Sometimes stated—-"that a macro model with few variables

is the simplest approach to planning,

It appears from the foregoing

that this cannot be true for Tropical Africa bui that conditions here
require more elaborate,

'

though not necessarily more complicated methods.

In the following pages it will be suggested to start off with projec

tions of final demand;

exports certain investments, government and

personal consumption* rather than of production or income so as tb'"bd
able immediately to estimate the future demand pattern in detail and

.

subsequently to deduce from that estimates of the possible production
pattern and the additional investments needed for its realization*

.

Calculations as to whether foreign payment^..and receipts and sayings
and investments ara in.balanco?

draft of the plan*
of

complete in a. general.way,

a first

The method suggested does, not by itself solve any

the problems encountered in planning,

it only emphasizes both the

need for.overall consistency and detailed project formulation and aims at
concentrating on those calculations that cannot be avoided under any

circumstance„

13/ Rapport Analytique, p. 260,

14/ ECAFE, op. cit.fr para 1.3-
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III.

26.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The method presented in the following pages could be described,

as a mixture of the overall and the project approaches-^; it has four
main features: (a); It avoids as muah as possible, overall ratios and
coefficients, which are by their nature unreliable,

particularly in

Tropical Africa, "by going into industry or commodity detail almost

immediately, (industry detail is, under the given ciroumstances, not as combersome as it is elsewhere because only few industries are in existence.and other

sectors can be aggregated),

(b) It intends to take account of the

special structural features of Tropical African economies by disaggregat
ing non-homogeneous

sectors giving detailed figures for key industries

or aggregating branches of industry not existing in the country and not

expected to do so during the foreseeable future,

(c) It aims at taking

into account the statistical si liua'tion in-so-far as it permits to leave

;

sectors "of whioh not sufficient information is available undefined
without "impairing the usefulness of the framework for'the rest of the

economy.

' (d) It is mathematically unsophisticated in the'sens^e that

the iterative '("trial arid error) method is suggested.
27.

,. . As noted in the introduction,

the starting point for development

planning is necessarily a structural analysis of the eoonomy.

This

analysis will at the same time have to serve as benchmark or baseyear

for the projections.

It will,

on the one hand, determine major problems

and "aspec-fes of tlie economy which are important in view of the country's
development, and which therefore* will play a role when we intend to
plan this developmentj in other words:

it will refleot theexisting

problems and focus on those aspects of the economy which will have to

change most urgently.
howwe intend to plan.

28,. .

On the other hand this analysis must anticipate
•

-r

i

'■■■■

'

...

.

;

Structural aspects of the economy during the baseyear can most

conveniently be put in the form of'a...detailed and fully articulated -

See

-;

c

B/CN.l4/BSi)/l3
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system of national accounts, in'its detailed form usually called
input-*output table or, inter-industry flow system.—'The same table can
then later be used to describe the economy at the end of the plan

period or in any -or all year,s. during the period showing the results of
the calculations described in the next section.

29.

In annex I an example of such a system is given.

The underlying

principles are the same as those in a system of national aooounts except
that the degree of detail and the number of aooounts are considerably
greater and that the presentation is slightly different.

Here, the

transactions of each seo-tor or branch of industry are not given in the
form of an account but their receipts are shown in a row and,their
payments in a column of a double-entry table.

30.

At the crosses between row and column, and column and row the

transactions between the sectors or industries concerned are shown.

Sinoe payments and receipts for each account are by definition equal,
the totals of the row and the column for each account are equal too.
Due to their greater detail, particularly in the productive seotors,

these tables show inter-relations between single industries distinguished
in the system,

and therefore emphasize the structure of the economy more

than a usual system of national accounts.

31.

Normally the system is used to traoe cumulative effects of ah

17/

"

-

initial final demand change through the economy.—^Under the assumption
that for each industry a change in output results in proportional bhanges

in inputs, effects of a final demand ohange can be followed from industry
to industry until its total impact on the eoonomy is found.

It will

be clear that to justify the assumption of proportionality between

16/ In this paper the Lgontieff system is used.

The same can, however,

be equally well, and under the present circumstances in Tropical^
Africa perhaps even better, expressed in the French system. For
transition from the one to the other see Ady and Couroier: Systems*
of National Accounts in Africa, OEEC> Paris I960.

17/ See for a more extensive explanation ECAFE op. cit. Ch. V and ECLAt

Eoonomic Bulletin for Latin America* Vol. 1, No. -2, p. 16 et seq.
v

■■
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outputs and inputs the industries distinguished must be homogeneous.

Leontieff—i who developed this tool of analysis during the last world
war in the US put
scheme>

it as follows:

"According to the abstract theoretical

all production enterprises should be segregated into homogeneous

industrial groups, homogeneity being defined in terms of (a) identity
of products and (b) qualitative and quantitative similarity of the cost
structure for the firms within each group...".

But he further added:

"Actually, neither of these desiderata oan be achieved."

In faot,

this

oould normally only be achieved in a table with an unmanageable number
of sectors.

Consequently,

the relations obtained in practioe are

averages wlxlbh,as any average value, have their drawbacks.

.

Considerable

detail of the industry breakdown is therefore required to yield
reliable results.

32.

;■-■■''

For the economies of Tropical Africa the problem of homogeneity

is of less prominenoe.

With a few main products and a few industries,

homogeneity of the categories distinguished in the system,

is more

easily achieved than in the intricate economies to the North.

If the

main products and key industries and in addition those industries in
which certain developments during the next few plan periods can be
expected are distinguished in detail,

the remaining industries oan be

aggregated' without fear of impairing the usefulness of the model,

keeping at the same time the number of accounts within reasonable limits.
33.

In setting up the annexed table,

consideration.

When reading

this idea was taken into

down along the rows—& (receipts of) the

first and second production seotors in the table ares
nuts,

20/

cocoa and ground —

or cocoa farming and groundnut farming.—' This is only meant to

indicate that a country would emphasize each of its main agricultural

18/ W.W,Leontieff, The Structure of the American Economy 1919-1939, P*20<
19/ Seet"International Standard Industrial Classification of all
Economic Activities*/PN Statistical Papera» Series M. No« 4.

20/ This goes to show that the product ^industry approach of the Fr«nph .
system may, under the present circumstances", 'have advantages over
tfcie industry - industry approach of Leontieff.

-,.

E/CK.14/BSD/13
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export products as a separate industry.

Export crops of minor importance

could be aggregated .under one category,

tFood farming* animal husbandry,

fishing and in, a ..number of cases forestry, would also normally be use
ful classifications.

Food farming as a category, with its large
■ - -

-

■

.

■■ :

i ■■■:■■

subsistence contents, would be an example of a sector about which
comparatively little is known statistically and for which in the plan,
special independent programmes would be included or about which

assumptions of a general nature such as:
to respond to demand",

34*' . '

"food production is expected

could be made.

Mining and.quarrying would be,-subdivided according to

the main minerals and a gsoup for othor mining and quarrying;

and

similarly manufacturing industry, always keeping in mine the special
structural features of the economy end the requirement of homogeneity

of the industry.

Three categories might be added:

traditional furniture,
orafts:

other.

small crafts:

This will

small crafts *

household utensils and small,

enable us to distinguish between similar

produots procluced by different technical processes.

35*

Building and construction mi£irt be split into public works (mainly,

transport construction), industrial construction including office
building, and housing.

<■...

Electricity generation would form a separate

category in all countries while gs^, prater.and sanitary services would .,.
2"? /
remain aggregated,
division 6 of the ISIC--*-', Commerce, would be broken

down in wholesale trade, retail trade,

and market trade in view of the

difference in reliability of basic data*

estate might again repair; aggregated.
■ ■

36.

■

21/

Division 7"

"■'■".

'■ .'

Banking, insurance and real
..

.■

■...:'.

.

,

? transport, storage and communications would

:,i'i

.;-;r

preferably follow tlie.three .di^it;classification suggested," with minor""'"_
adjustments; e.g. s railway. tran3port?.,ij5.ter-ur.ban omnibus operators,,

.

■ ,

urban oimaibu£ ..operators- an-d t&^i'&j.-iHoad... freight ■transport, ocean trans
port,

inland1 water txanrpcrt,

por-t operations,

air' trartsport,

other

transport, transport servip^s (night be merged, with servicescSee >eiow)j
21/ US Statistical papers o;o.

oit.

'•.■
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storage and warehousing, and communications (might be merged with

2l/

services, see below).

In Division 8—', services:

government services,

education and medical and other health services would ©acnhe di'stin---'

guished from an aggregated group:

other services which have, in general,

secondary relevance to existing development problems-

In countries

where development, of the tourist industry holds some promise, group

.

843^=4 hotels,, rooming houses, camps and other lodging places might
usefully be classified separately.

37.

,

The detailed accounts for the various branches of industry are :

followed by those for the remaining sectors of the economy:

household, rest of' the world, and capital accounts.

government,

In view of the

great and growing'importance of the role of government as well as of
giving as clear a pioture as possible of the impact of fispal policy
on..production, government receipts would be broken down in import
duties, export, duties,

sales taxes, other indirect taxes, direct taxes,

income from property and entrepreneurship, and transfers^. Receipts of

households might usefully distinguish:

■

wages and salaries, income from

property.and entrepreneurship and transfers,

The^ rest of the world

account might be classified in separate rows for imports of raw materials
and intermediate products, of finished products, of capital goods and for

other payments .The capital account would contain lines for savix^ahd
capital consumption or depreciation allowances, if data for these items
are available.

38.

Following along the oolumns (payments by) the detailed industry .

aocounts axe necessarily the same as the rows.

Differences may occur

when dealing with the, final demand categories.

Government current

,

expenditure would, require, only.one column, though a separate ooluran

might be introduced for current expenditure more specifically directed,
towards development,

such as agricultural extension schemes,

education

and technical training, surveys etc., if the importance- of those;.pa?.ogasammes

',

,. ,,... - - ■■ , "Z

~

21/ UK Statistical papers op,

■

011,

.

.

■

:

..-■.•■:..•?
...........
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warrants it.
op/

Similarly, consumer households would be split into three
■ .

groups—' (a) urban upper class (b) urban lower class and (o) rural
households, as"the great differences in standards of consumption and
consumer behaviour makes it useful to distinguish between these three
classes,

39.

■

.Exports could be limited to one column, but could also, if need

be? be broken down according to special aspects such as geographical,

or currency areas (this breakdown would facilitate dealing with
alternative export projections).

Finally, capital formation would

distinguish three categories: (a) general government investment (b)
capital formation of government enterprises and corporations (i.e.

bodies active outside government administration proper over which the
government asserts full control) and (c) private investments,

40.

An input-output table such as given in the annex does.not only

give a clear structural picture of the economy, it also shows existing,
gaps in statistics and givea important pointers towards deficiencies,,

in the basic information.

In addition, it provides opportunity for a

check of the consistency of thos,e data that are available,

since

estimates based on different sources are put together in one framework
and confronted with each other.

41t ,

Information available in most countries makes it in general i-.i"

possible to mako a serious rstart with the construction of such a tablefor a recent year.

Much of the required estimates can be based on

reclassification and analysis of import and export statistics and
government accounts,

Information on manufacturing industries, building

and construction raid transport i& usually only partly available and

will have to be complemented by some data collection which, if not:
intricate or laborious is sometiraos difficult duo to resistance by the
investigated enterprises-,

,22/ A similar distinction was made by A.-L/ Chadeau in "Comp-fcabilitfl

Economique" report of a mission from: the Ministry of Finance ofFrance to the Minister of Finance of the Ivory Coast,
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42.

A METHOD OF PROJECTION

The framework presented in the previous section was designed to

play a crucial role in projeoting investment and government expenditure
patterns.

The first step in this procession would be the ohoice of a

rate of growth.

As explained in section II,

several methods exist

while those most commonly used in under-developed countries consist of
an extrapolation of feasible savings or an arbitrary choice of a rate
for income growth,

while from either starting point by way of the

overall capital-output ratio an estimate of the other is arrived at,
43.

In view of the considerations listed it is suggested that the

first step in the calculation of the plan is the ohoice of a rate of
growth of personal consumption distinguishing between a rate of increase

in the consumption per head and one in the number of consumers.

These

rates of growth may be diversified between the three consumer groups

distinguished in the system.

It would seem logioal that increases of

consumption per head would be planned for the two low income groups

while consumption of the more favoured group would increase due to an
increase in numbers.
44*.

Estimates of consumption during the last year of the plan period

for each of the consumer groups would be made which would then be
broken down in accordance, with the industry detail,

distinguished in

the sys.tem and entered in a preliminary, table for that year.

The_ lapt

year of the plan period is suggested since it is preferable to make
the estimates for a fairly distant year so as to get

significant changes

in consumption as compared to the existing pattern.

This is preferable

"because in Tropical Africa the development problem revolves around the
question of setting up a factory or not,

and not around marginal.

increases of one per cent more or less in the production of existing
industries.

45 •

Computations of the future consumption pattern would in theory

be based on income elasticities of demand.

Data to permit these

oaloulations are admittedly very difficult to oome by.

It mayr,.even be

Page.18

that in a number of countries in Tropical Afrioa an insufficient number

of individuals have enjoyed the incomes for which the elasticities will

23/

■hav£ to be determined.—» In these and other cases it may be feasible
to use demand patterns of other countries, whioh are just that much
better off economically.

It will be difficult*to aohieve great

precision in these calculation's. However, the pattern of future demand
is the indispensible basis of any rational plan whioh attempts to find

the optimal (i.e. least-^cost) course of development and must therefore
in one way or another be estimated under any circumstances.

46.

Export earnings for the plan period would be projeoted separately

for each of the major export commodities,
hxrti easy to make.

'prioes'J

Suoh estimates are admittedly

Separate estimates would be made for quantities and

Factors taken into aocount in such computations normally

i'nVbitfe the future income level in the export markets, the income
elasticity of demand for such exports, the situation of oompeting
suppliers and the possible effects of total supply on prices, price
elasticities of demand in the export markets and possible competition
from substitutes.

Under the circumstances prevailing for African

exports whioh consist mainly of a few raw materials with low price

elasticities, export earnings are v&cy much an exogenous factor to be
taken as an unchangeable datum for the economy.
would usually be made:

e«g.

Alternative projections

one high, one low and one average, in fact

giving rise to a number of different plans*

47«

' A projection of government recurrent expenditure would follow.

No special techniques or information would seem indicated in this case*

administrations should be capable of such extrapolations whioh will be
facilitated by regular and intensive contaot between planners and

administrative officials.
48,

Finally estimates of exogenously determined investments would

be made.

These would comprise the essential and inevitable parts of

23/ Household surveys would "be the normal source for this information*
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•■-the'public capital .expenditure, programme* projects already under

-.

consrtaeuction (unless it can "be shown that completion will amount to a

greater1 loss than abandonment), projects envisaged in r.elation with ten
or twenty—year long—term perspectives which would not oome to fruition
during the plan period, and projects to "be included for non-economic
reasons.

These .estimates of capital formation, would be broken down

.-.like the other demand estimates according to delivering industry as
required by the framework,;

49.

:

:.

,

:

•

.

At this point, first estimates-of final demand by branoh of

industry or by ^commodity for the encL.of the plan period, have been

arrived.at.

Levels, of demand will in.dica.te what productions can be

started: within the,country and to what extant existing industries (used
in the broad sense of economic activity),- can be expanded during the.
plan period, .while establishment or expansion of those industries
creates or raises demand for intermediate goods which may again justify
establishment of. industries producing those,goods, and so on.

It will

..therefore be necessary to acquire a plear picture not only of the

development o£ final, .^demand but. also of intermediate demand during the
plan period.

The framework discussed in the previous section can per

form a useful function in this respect,

50,

-The technique already,hinted at in the previous section.and used

24/

in this oonnexion for more intricate economies, is,briefly as follows^13',
The -.input-output, table set up for a base period gives for eaoh .industry

in its oolumn the amounts of purchases from other industries neecLed:for
its total output*

If therefore,

each of these amounts of purohases are

divided bytlje value of output, the proportions of inputs, in output
are :arrrived at.

These are called the,technical coefficients and

.

.express the cost structure of. the industry concerned.

51v-'■-■'"-On the basis of the assumption of constanoy of these teohnieal

^coefficients, the Increase of intermediate demand;:d.uei to^ a finaTrdbniand

24/ aa6.BCIiA: ;Eo<moiBio Bulletin .for Latin America, Vpl.l. Ho* 2 pp.«
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increase can be oomputed.

These increases would "be the direct effects.

But there are also indirect effects, which may entail considerable
complications.

As is often the case in the industrial eoonomies of

Europe and IT or th America, an increase in production in a oertain
industry called forth by an increase in another industry, often requires
itself additional deliveries from the first industry, either 'directly
or through one or more intervening industries.

Thus there are oirdular

causations which give a final result in whioh production levels rise
more than, the initial increase*

52.'

Calculation of the indirect effects of an initial demand change

,

is- more or less complicated, depending on the number of inter—relation
ships between' the industries that exist in an economy,

A number oif

methods of calculation exist-2( the formal mathematical one being called
the "inversion of the matrix of technical coefficients".
tiohs yield the "same table,

These oaloula-

this time containing coefficients which

indicate the total ohange, direct and indirect'together, in iniier-

■

mediate demand per unit of final demand ohange and whioh are a conven
ient tool in planning to assess the impaot of changes in policy,
external factors,

53.

etc.

There are two reasons why this method proper is not applicable

in countries in "the early stages of developments

(a) The teohnioal

coefficients cannot under the present circumstances, in Tropical

Africa* be derived from a baseyear input-output table because the"
existing technical coefficients are'riot indicative for those that may
be expected,

Development and structural change at this stage mean

precisely that technioal coefficients of existing industries have to

ohange when new arid more modern production processes with entirely
different ratios are being introduced,-—' In the case of industries to
be newly established, no coefficients can be arrived at as obviously
no ratios for the base year exist.

Estimates' of input-qutput proportions

25/ See ECLA op. oit, pp. 20-24.
J26/ See also * e/CN.1.4/e3I)/i para 11; - andf-33Q£A t Eoondmio :Buiietin: for.
Latin America Vol. III. No,l.
P. 59
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i.e. of how much new or expanded industries will purchase in the way
of intermediate goods and services from each of the other "branches of
industry will have to "be derived from teohnioal studies and detailed

plans of those new industries, proposed expansions or other projeotsi

(b) The other reason is that in the oase where industries are not
interlocked to a high degree" as in Tropical Africa, initial impulses
flow out of the economy very quickly affecting imports; this is

particularly true for systems where the degree of disaggregation is
great and industries are defined narrowly-which - as noted above - is
quite practicable in Tropical Africa.

Under those circumstanoes indirect

effects of the initial impulse are easily estimated, as hardly any of
those circular causations as'mentioned above occur.

Therefore the

suggested framework'. can be simply usedto trace the indirect effeots

of the envisaged new establishments and expansions,

54»

If9 at a later1 stage, inter-industry relations have become more

complex, in particular if circular connexions have developed, then
simple tracing of flow increases beoomes impracticable and resort will
have to be taken to the mathematical solution of an inversion of a

technxoal-oojfficient" matrix.

One example may illustrate this point.

An inorease in transport, whether by road, rail or river will bring

along increased use of fuel.

But, inoreased fuel consumption itself

will require increased transport, as provincial fuel depots and refuel
ing stations all over the country, having a higher turnover, will require
inoreased fuel shipments.

However, since suoh effects do not appear

to be significant in Tropical Africa, this special mathematical method

is not yet necessary.''Under the present ciroumstances the framework
would be used to bring together all envisaged projects and industries
to be established in theJ plant; period in a consistent pattern, to

confront their output with-anticipated demand final as well as inter
mediate, and to derive th&ir requirements of imports, domestic raw
materials, skilled and unskilled°labour, publib services etc.

B/CN.14/ESD/13
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55»

When produotion levels for the various industries have "been

estimated, consequent production capacities" and from this a first

round estimate of required additional investments follows.

At the

same time, the need for government services and consequent additional
government investments would be verified*

These estimates of capital

formation would be made no-fc dnly fdr the suggested industry breakdown

but also by type of capital good followed by a detailed scrutiny of
■what could be produced domestically and what would have to be imported.

56.

The estimates of capital formation as the estimates' of other

.:

intermediate demand such as demand for imports, raw materials, fuel,
etc, would be basedon detailed data and studies regarding the projects
and industries entered .into the plan.

A problem that arises at this

stage is that while demand and supply levels under consideration relate
to a single year, the last of the plan period, amounts of capital

formation required to attain the projected capacity levels ooncern the
period as a whole.

Since one major aim of a development plan is to

determino hov an investment programme can be paid for from current
produotion, the two types of magnitudes have to be reduced to a
comparable >anis and therefore the required investments will have to

be phased;, "broken down in annual investment programmes.

For those

years of the plan period for which produotion and consumption estimates
are made the overall checks of balance of savings and investments and

imports and exports implied in the system and explained below can then .
be made*

57•

-

The phasing, of the.investment programme is also needed because

of the considerable degree of indivisibility of investments under

conditions of a country,in.its early stages of development.

In such

a situation n, project is easily large relative to existing production,

and the required investments for the plan period as a.whole cannot be
simply divided "by the number of years;

the sequence in which planned

projects will be executed will have to be established with great care

and in conr-axiors v:'-"i their impaot on the rest of the economy.

This

e/CN«14/eSI>/13
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retirement may even necessitate to fill in the input-output table 'for
each yeaVoT~tne plan period.

.58.

Entry of capital formation into the preliminary table will lead

to,incorporation of investment demand into projected production levels
and require a first revision of the production segment of the table.
This revision would require an adjustment to required investments

(particularly with regard to the capacity of the building industry) and
usually a second revision of the production level of some industries.
59.

At. this, point, a first estimate of imports has been^arrived, at

which would be .confronted with the level of exports and.with, projections
of rthe other balance of payments elements such as ocean;:freight and
insurance on the one hand and: net international transfers including

loans and grants on the other.

This confutation of foreign receipts

an&.payments would give a first indication of the reasonableness.:^
the initial choice of rate of consumption increase and of the anticip
ated level of government expenditure and other demand components.

If

the confrontation shows a balance of payments deficit too great for
comfort, the plan would be recalculated with lowered targets} conversely

if a surplus is left, targets would be increased in a second round of
calculations.

Subsequent rounds of calculation may be neoessary if

■'"-■■■
'
27/
in the second round an overall balance is not found .

.60. .

It may seem that to repeat the detailed computations made during

the- first-round calculation of the plan is a cumbersome and time

..consuming task.

Attention, however, is drawn to the fact that in

second and subsequent round calculation adjustments, if they are not
too large, can be made on a proportional basis, i.e. a certain

percentage.increase,or decrease in production would entail a similar
increase or.decrease in inputs, although it should be kept in mine

tha* inputs jand particularly capital, inputs.will be often indivisablo,
which would invalidate this method of proportional adjustments under-.
these circumstances,

See E/CN.14/ESD/1 para 75b.

.

,
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61*

Planning according to the described method would be quite a

mechanical operation but for the fact that many of the cause and effect
relationships which are used and estimated are not precise and un

ambiguous or accurately determined.

So for instance, after targets of

consumption and government expenditure have been chosen andoonsequent
supply levels established, the question arises:

looally and what will continue to be imported?

what can be produced

The answer to this

question depends on the absorptive capacity for investment of the

economy—< This concept indicates the limits of the amounts of efficient
and economically justified investment that is physioally possible, and
4.s< closely linked with the cost-return relations - in the eoonomio
sense - that can be achieved in an economy.

costs be low enough to justify establishment?

In which activities will

The answer to this, ques

tion depends on many factors: such as the size of markets, availability
and.price of skilled labour, labour productivity in general, standards
and.costs.of public services, prevailing external economies due to
presenoe of complementary industries etc..

62.
The kind of answer to the question, what industries oan be
'
es^tatlished in the country, will have a deoisive effect on the level
of required capital formation and consequently on the level at which

the plan will find its balance. Similarly, projected production levels
will in theory require a certain minimum level of government services,
but in practice there is a fairly wide range within which such services
can be provided and which consequently leaves a fairly wide choice.

This would normally be a choice based on political considerations. When
the choice has been made, each of these increas93 should then be worked
into the required production levels with the help of the table. It
will be clear that in this connexion levels of capital formation and
government consumption will be compared with the projeoted increase of

personal consumption and the possibilities in the economy.

It goes

without saying that all possibilities for increasing exports will hare
been investigated carefully.

28/ See also ECAFE op. pit, para. 2.3.
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6*3«

When the projections of available resources and their use are

in balance witHin the framework of the table, many aspects of the ;
economy are implicitly consistent with each other—%

There remain,,

however, a number of aspects for which tests of feasibility or oonsist' ency will have to bo made.

plan.

The most important of these is the. manpower

It will be necessary to estimate in a fair degree of detail on

the"basis of the industrial pattern, manpower requirements in the

various fields and at the various levels to provide clear directives
for the educational plan.

Other tests for key sectors, such as

''transport, energy and the building and construction industry may be
made by geographic axesr-*,

64*

Finally, when the pattern in the framework has been determined

the GDP in the last year of the plan emerges as a result of the.

calcuiatfiohs and the rate of GDP growth attainable over the period can
be easily computed.

Se'e:lE7CN.i4/ESD/l, Ealanco Sheets and Feasibility Tests, para, 69

-.. :-..-• et seq; Teats?of: Overall Feasibility, para. TO, foreign Sxohange
Feasibility, para. 77, Capital Shortage Feasibility, para. 88,

Gover'n'meni Revenue and Expenditure, para. 93, and the Uses .and

\Resources of Individual Commodities; para. 92, are implied in the
present framework*

....

.

.

■.■...;= ;;.-

30/ Aspects of planning by region have been left out of oensifteratidh"
in this paper.

Refinements can, however, be introduced -±n~the'"

system .presented. ,

.

....

...

...

\ . y...
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V,

65.

POLICY CONCLUSIONS

In this section a few comments with regard to eoonomio policy

and policy formulation will be made which might be taken up in a general

discussion on the subject.

The plan framework as established in the

previous section, indicates in a detailed and concrete way what the,
government aims to achieve taking account of the available resources,

and what should be done to achieve it.

For the sectors for which,the

government is itself directly responsible, a clear action programme in

the form of ourrent and capital expenditure emerges from the plan.

The

question that remains to be solved is to determine what policy measures

will be required to guide the remaining.sectors along the desired lines,

66,

At this point attention should be drawn to the fact that the

plan as calculated and determined at the beginning of the plan period

should not be considered as rigidly fixed and unalterable during the
entire plan period.

There are two main sources f or diffturbanoeB- which

may cause a plan to deviate from the actual oourse of events and to

call for corrections and adjustments.

The first source of mistakes

are the estimates of exogenous variables or external events,

foreign

to the contents proper of the plan such as population increase* pro
jections of export earnings, import prices, foreign loans and grants
or such accidental events as a drought or a flood, political upheavals

etc.

The second source is the miscalculation of the coefficients and

ratios used in the system.

Experience may show that contrary to

expectations, establishments of a oertain industry requires a different
amount of capital formation, or operates with a different amount of

imports per unit of final product, etc..

Every effort should be made

to minimize such miscalculations by making the basic analyses of the
projects as carefully, as possible but they cannot be altogether avoided.

On both soores, on the basis of changed external circumstances as well
as in,the light of experience gained with regard to the coefficients
of the system, it will be necessary, from time to time, to correct or

adjust the original plan.-^
31/ See also ECAFE, op. cit. paras. 7.1 and 7.2;
116-120.

:

*

E/CN.14/ESD/i paras,
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67,

Policy measures in the context, of this section will "be understood

in a narrow sense i.e.

action "by the government in sectors fully.under

its control will "be excluded from the argument:
relate to measures intended to make independent
according to the governments'

68,

sidest

the concept will
economic agents act.■

intentions or desires.

,^

As is well known, economic policy can be approached from two.,

(a) action can "be taken directly, in quantitative terms with

regard to the transactions involved (e.g. rationing, in many countries

.during the war) and (b) in an indirect way. through income and prices
and their effects on individual behaviour.

Each of these approaches

has its .own peculiar advantages and disadvantages and mixed forms in

all proportions have occurred.

The first approach has the advantage

.0^;more certain effects and more accurate impact of the measures and
•has proved in extreme situations such as wartime inflation to/be .the;

only effective method of control in the economy.
relate to cumbersome administration,

Its disadvantages :.

development of black markets and

greater opportunities for corruption.

The advantages of the other

approach have to do with efficiency and psychology.

If the government's

objeotives.pan.be achieved simply by ohanging the tax structure* its
expenditures or similar simple means,
way of doing things.

In addition,

this is obviously the cheapest

the public will-have the feeling*-

apart .from the normal grumbling about taxes,- that it has acted on its
own volition.

69,

...

.

.. ■

■

'

'As rioted, the plan indicates what the government wants to happen

within tHe given possibilities.

This is mainly t&eJ achievement" of' l

certain levels of production by branch of industry ancL of certain
investments by..branch of industry.

Income,

consumption.!. sncLs.avings

oarv be considered as aggregates derived from the level of-.-production

attained.

Under the circumstances in Tropical. Africa* demand or

increasing demand does not exert the pull on the: economy.^as it,&Qes

r
.

in mere a4van.oed countries\ it usually only raises, impprts. , .The main

question at hand is that if the economy does not. experience dynamic

impulses from some source or another, they have to "be created by the
government; and therefore one has to ask in this connexion:

will it

be possible to induce action by means of the price mechanism?

70.

If cost—return relationships on the basis of private economic

calculations are sufficiently favourable* it oan be assumed that the
profit motive will be able to play its role* and the government will be
able.to oonfine its function.to seeing that activity is distributed over
idle sections and branches of. industry acoording to the plan} to oarry
out this funotion the price meohanism is a suitable instrument.

However,

i£ no dynamic; impulses exist in the economy, the government will have
to take a more active part in the development process-

If private

initiative stays away for non-economic reasons such as political,
uncertainty or if it demands excessive profits or special risk compensa

tions on other grounds the government may successfully step in and take

initiative in its own hands sinoe it does not need such extra compensa
tion.

Moreover cost-return relationships may be computed on the basis

of general eoonomic considerations rather than private ones:and on-

those grounds justify government initiative.

:

This means that scarcities

and absuidancies prevailing in the economy are given more weight in the

32/

calculations than aotual prices and profit raargins5*—>

iahd that industries

and projects.are evaluated according to the overall benefit they may
bring to the economy.

If, however,

cost-return relationships not only

in a private economic sense, "but also in a general eoonomio sense are
not favourable, it may be dangerous policy to indulge in government

pushed industrialization unless at the same time serious consideration
is given,to some important complementary aspects.
71-

Unfavourable cost-return relationships in a general eoonomio

sense is another way of expressing the fact that productivity is so low

that it will cost the/national economy less to import than to produce
locally*

The problem at hand in the case; of i;he early stages of deve

lopment is.mainly twofold (a) to increase productivity iri all its

32/ See document E/CN.14/ESD/2 for a more extensive explanation.
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aspects (b) to channel as large a portion of income as possible towards
oapital formation.

However,

the part of income that oan be channelled

towards capital formation depends very much on that income and its
growth.

Thus in

the last analysis - even though capital formation is

to a certain extent its determinant — the problem of economic develop
ment revolves around the level of productivity and the ways in which,
as well as the rate at which it can be raisedt

72.

Low productivity in Tropical Africa relates to all faotors of

production,

eaoh of them contributing its share to the prevailing

unsatisfactory situation,

while the level of productivity of each of

them is not only determined by the effectiveness of the others but also

by a number of independent faotors which deserve close attention.

So

is labour productivity not only determined by the available equipment
but also by the level of training, by the sense of purpose and applica

tion, by traditions of workmanship, and by attitudes regarding discipline;
oo—operation etc..

Productivity of oapital depends not only on the

quality of labour but also on the total cost of equipment installed,
the costs of repairs,

levels of maintenance, rates of depreciation

(life expectancy of oapital goods) rate of capacity utilization, size
of operation,

costs of complementary services,

achieved in the industry etc..

external economies

Productivity of land at the present

stage depends to a minor degree on quantities of oapital and labour
applied but mostly on their quality,
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i.e.

on techniques and methods,

Thus for almost all of the most crucial faotors determining

productivity mentioned,

it appears that finanoial incentives although

important as complementary inducements — oan be expected to have only
a marginal effect,

so that governments have to look for policies

specially devised for and adapted to the problem at hand.
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1.

The input-output table presented in tables I and II below has

been split in two parts' due to difficulties of reproduction.

Table I

presents the principle! in the sense thaft for all sectors lines and ■-

~ columns.are shown.

It is a contraction with regard to-the table

'

discussed in Section III and IV in so far as only three branches of
,;:r: industry*

"agriculture"?

"industry" and "services" are shown-*

To '

complete the' table-and to arrive at the framework disoussed in the tody
!.;

of; this report it will be necessary to substitute for the upper left
hand square of 3 by 3 industries a much more, elaborate square composed

of the industries listed in table II.
4

Consequently table I concentrates

on ttier detail of finaj. demantl, anjcL,.,final input categories; and;.on some,
financial transactions, whi3,e, ta,ble IX lis»^. the suggested industry

breakdown .to be used for; the assessment of intermediate demand and.
interrjLndustry relations.
2v

:

,

...

.

.

In table I the final demand columns at the right handside show

for each of the sectors indicated the purchase's from,
.the industries^ or sectors mentioned on the lines.
;;W the columns'-for; household consumption

or payments to-

So for instaftoe lii

the purchases from the various

industries are listed-such as purchases of agriculturalor industrial
products or of services,

as well ay the payments to the sectors listed

in the1 lower"-part of the* table such as payments of direct tases or net

3.

There are a few aspects of the table which need some further

elucidation as they relate W'a conventional treatment of certain fiows.
Goods purchased by any of the final demand categories for instance are

hot channeled through the accounts for trade, although most goods would

be purchased from some kind of trading enterprise, but are considered
to be bought directly from the producing branch of industry oonoerned.
The' industry in- turn is t&en-in its- column marked with"a payment to-

trade to the extent of* the:"tra&e'vmargin between5the ex-factory 'and'j:

retail pricss-Of :'-ldieL goods,

'For-the trade sectors these 'margins form
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their receipts while in their columns their expenditures for transports,
.packing materials and other inputs are listed,

4.

In a similar way are all imports conventionally channelled •

through the industry in which they are classified as a commodity dategory irrespective of whether they are actually imported by that industry
or not... {Thus ootton piece goods which are iri fact imported by commercial

firma and sold directly to the consumer through retail trade are for

the purpose of the input-output table treated: as an import of the textile
^industry and subsequently marked as a sale of the textile industry to
. :the fin&l consumer,

5«

■

-...-■

i

The distinction between imports of raw materials and intermediate

products, and finished products is intended to separate the produots

that are transformed by the importing industry from those which are

passed on unchanged.

For instance, fertilizer is imported by the

chemical industry - if suoh industry is distinguished -■ as a finished
produot since it is not transformed, and is subsequently sold in aw

unchanged state to agriculture for: which it is an inputs

At the same

time it, is possible that a chemioal industry exists locally which inports
pertain ohemioals — this time as raw materials — and transforms -them

into fertilizers, subsequently selling this fertilizer together with,
the imported kind to the. agricultural sector.

see in the table:

(l) imports of fertilizers as finished products for

the chemioal industry;

f?r *£*£ in<kiB"tay$

In this, case one would

(2) imports of certain chemicals as raw materials

(3). sales, of fertilizers partly imported and partly

locally produced by the chemical industry to agrioulture,, equivalent.
to the purchases of all fertilizers by agriculture..

This treatment of

imports has been devised to make it possible to follow homogeneous flows
of goods throughout the economy.

6..:

. A few remaining remarks seem in order.

sieges ted.- should not.be understood to be rigid.

The classifications■■ ;".
Many-of the categories

can be changed without changing any basic principles, and as a matter
of faot should be changed so as to arrive at the closest adjustment of
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the system to the 3j>reyailing situation in ainy speoific country.

For

example it would se^m natural, td distinguish more manufacturing

:industries (see Table-: £ty than just the textile .industry.

Transport

■■

could on- the contrar3T"be merged,, as to emphasize only one or two

important means of transport and show the Jest under "other transport".
Similarly, trade could "be merged under one iieading, for the purpose
of projection.

The faot that the trade marjgin is diffioult to estimate,

and that: it differs almort-for'-Tdaclr-ooininodi-tyv as weihrBs-ijertween
wholesale and retail Trade, jmakejs it sometimes niore ptaotibal to extrapolate on the basis of ;an aVerage figure.

7»

i

".

■

The rather ^in^ class'ific(ation of Goyernnient rjeoeip'ss is-made

to; show as dearly 'as;possible tjhe impact off the! government's revenue
structure and to facilitate the [assessment of any ohanges in fiscal
policy.

A simpjlifiQajion iq this heading ija poasibl© though not withbut

loss of informaitiori oi operajtionlal usefulness of| the |system.

4f
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TABLE I,

Input-output table

■

Final Demand

\

\ Payments

Intermediate
Demand

Capital
Formation

.

x,.

1

2

at

3

SS

1 Agriculture
2 Industry

3 Services

■ j. '-■

The rest of the
World account
Imports of s:, _.„.
a i

.

-.

raw materials .

..:

;■■"■

b

finished

...

c

capital goods

d

other payments

■

jrc^

.

Government
a

b
c

d

import duties
export duties
sales taxes
other indireot
taxes

f!

dix^ect taxes

income from
property and

en tr epr en eur—

&)

ship
transfers

Household

a]

*;

wages and

salaries
income from
property and

entrepreneurship

transfers

Capital Account

a<

savings

capital
consumption
Total

:

j ".

--

-.,.■■

Household
Consumption

Private TJrba peClsUrbaLoweCls
ft

o

■'■!■

& intermediate
produots

-

C

11

Export
Receipts

-P

o

3 H to

K

fn

ra

o
t-H

i
■ '•■

a
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TABLE Hi

Industry Classification

The Production Sectors

.

1) Cocoa production
2) Groundnut production
3) Other agricultural production for export

4) Food production
5) Other agricultural production

6) Animal husbandry
7) Pishing
8) Forestry
9) Mining and quarrying
10) Textile industries
11) Other industries
12) Small crafts (may he omitted or merged with other industries depend

ing on importance and future possibilities)

13) Building and construction
a) public works
b) industrial construction

c) housing
11) Electricity generation

12) Gas, water and sanitary services (may be merged with other services
I6d)
13) Trade

a) wholesale trade
b) retail trade
o) market trade

14) Banking, insurance and real estate (may be merged with other
services l6d)
15) Transport
a) railway transport

b) inter-urban road transport
c) inland water transport
d) port operation

e) air transport
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t) urban omnibus operators and taxis
g) ooean transport,

f•

h) other transport

16) Services
a) government services

- ^ ^
'

b) education
o) medioal and other health services
d) other services

g.

and h may be merged.

